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STUDENT DATA & MASTER PROGRAMME
Save this form according the format “IDE Master Graduation Project Brief_familyname_firstname_studentnumber_dd-mm-yyyy”.  
Complete all blue parts of the form and include the approved Project Brief in your Graduation Report as Appendix 1 !

** chair dept. / section:

** mentor dept. / section:

Chair should request the IDE 
Board of Examiners for approval 
of a non-IDE mentor, including a 
motivation letter and c.v..!

!

SUPERVISORY TEAM  **
Fill in the required data for the supervisory team members. Please check the instructions on the right !

Ensure a heterogeneous team. 
In case you wish to include two 
team members from the same 
section, please explain why.

2nd mentor Second mentor only 
applies in case the 
assignment is hosted by 
an external organisation.

!

city:

organisation:

family name

student number

street & no.

phone

email

IDE master(s):

2nd non-IDE master:

individual programme: (give date of approval)

honours programme:

specialisation / annotation:

IPD DfI SPD

!

zipcode & city

initials given name

country:

This document contains the agreements made between student and supervisory team about the student’s IDE Master 
Graduation Project. This document can also include the involvement of an external organisation, however, it does not cover any 
legal employment relationship that the student and the client (might) agree upon. Next to that, this document facilitates the 
required procedural checks. In this document:

• The student defines the team, what he/she is going to do/deliver and how that will come about. 
• SSC E&SA (Shared Service Center, Education & Student Affairs) reports on the student’s registration and study progress.
• IDE’s Board of Examiners confirms if the student is allowed to start the Graduation Project.

- -

comments  
(optional)

country

USE ADOBE ACROBAT READER TO OPEN, EDIT AND SAVE THIS DOCUMENT 
Download again and reopen in case you tried other software, such as Preview (Mac) or a webbrowser.

!

Your master programme (only select the options that apply to you):



Procedural Checks - IDE Master Graduation

Title of Project

Initials & Name Student number
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APPROVAL PROJECT BRIEF
To be filled in by the chair of the supervisory team.

chair date signature

CHECK STUDY PROGRESS
To be filled in by the SSC E&SA (Shared Service Center, Education & Student Affairs), after approval of the project brief by the Chair.  
The study progress will be checked for a 2nd time just before the green light meeting.

NO

List of electives obtained before the third  
semester without approval of the BoE

missing 1st year master courses are:

YES all 1st year master courses passedMaster electives no. of EC accumulated in total:
Of which, taking the conditional requirements 

into account, can be part of the exam programme

EC

EC

• Does the project fit within the (MSc)-programme of 
the student (taking into account, if described, the 
activities done next to the obligatory MSc specific 
courses)? 

• Is the level of the project challenging enough for a 
MSc IDE graduating student? 

• Is the project expected to be doable within 100 
working days/20 weeks ? 

• Does the composition of the supervisory team 
comply with the regulations and fit the assignment ?

FORMAL APPROVAL GRADUATION PROJECT
To be filled in by the Board of Examiners of IDE TU Delft. Please check the supervisory team and study the parts of the brief marked **.  
Next, please assess, (dis)approve and sign this Project Brief, by using the criteria below.

comments

Content: APPROVED NOT APPROVED

Procedure: APPROVED NOT APPROVED

- -

name date signature- -

name date signature- -

marinadevos
Typewritten Text
Marina Bos-de Vos
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Title of Project

Initials & Name Student number
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Please state the title of your graduation project (above) and the start date and end date (below). Keep the title compact and simple.  
Do not use abbreviations. The remainder of this document allows you to define and clarify your graduation project. 

project title

INTRODUCTION **
Please describe, the context of your project, and address the main stakeholders (interests) within this context in a concise yet 
complete manner. Who are involved, what do they value and how do they currently operate within the given context? What are the 
main opportunities and limitations you are currently aware of (cultural- and social norms, resources (time, money,...), technology, ...). 

space available for images / figures on next page

start date - - end date- -
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introduction (continued): space for images

image / figure 2:

image / figure 1:
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PROBLEM DEFINITION  **
Limit and define the scope and solution space of your project to one that is manageable within one Master Graduation Project of 30 
EC (= 20 full time weeks or 100 working days) and clearly indicate what issue(s) should be addressed in this project.

ASSIGNMENT **
State in 2 or 3 sentences what you are going to research, design, create and / or generate, that will solve (part of) the issue(s) pointed 
out in “problem definition”. Then illustrate this assignment by indicating what kind of solution you expect and / or aim to deliver, for 
instance: a product, a product-service combination, a strategy illustrated through product or product-service combination ideas, ... . In 
case of a Specialisation and/or Annotation, make sure the assignment reflects this/these.
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PLANNING AND APPROACH **
Include a Gantt Chart (replace the example below - more examples can be found in Manual 2) that shows the different phases of your 
project, deliverables you have in mind, meetings, and how you plan to spend your time. Please note that all activities should fit within 
the given net time of 30 EC = 20 full time weeks or 100 working days, and your planning should include a kick-off meeting, mid-term 
meeting, green light meeting and graduation ceremony. Illustrate your Gantt Chart by, for instance, explaining your approach, and 
please indicate periods of part-time activities and/or periods of not spending time on your graduation project, if any, for instance 
because of holidays or parallel activities. 

start date - - end date- -
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MOTIVATION AND PERSONAL AMBITIONS
Explain why you set up this project, what competences you want to prove and learn. For example: acquired competences from your 
MSc programme, the elective semester, extra-curricular activities (etc.) and point out the competences you have yet developed. 
Optionally, describe which personal learning ambitions you explicitly want to address in this project, on top of the learning objectives 
of the Graduation Project, such as: in depth knowledge a on specific subject, broadening your competences or experimenting with a 
specific tool and/or methodology, ... . Stick to no more than five ambitions.

FINAL COMMENTS
In case your project brief needs final comments, please add any information you think is relevant. 
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	Project Title: Exploring energy relationships trough time 
	Project start date dd: 13
	Project start date mm: 10
	Project start date yyyy: 2022
	Project end date dd: 24
	Project end date mm: 03
	Project end date yyyy: 2023
	Project Introduction: Amsterdam Zuidoost strives to be energy neutral by the year 2040 (Nawaz et al., 2021). The developments in Amsterdam Southeast were seen as opportunities to combine sustainability ambitions with poverty reduction and social improvement, for that reason Energy Lab Zuidoost was initiated (AMS institute, 2021).The LIFE project aims to develop a district-scale energy management platform to resolve grid problems while integrating local stakeholder interests in its design and implementation. The project will realize a replicable, innovative, integrated, and future-proof energy system for similar mixed-use districts in The Netherlands and abroad.The nature of these challenges can be seen as open, complex, dynamic, and networked (Dorst, 2015). These characteristics ask for a new way of thinking, as the conventional, reductionist way of problem-solving has repeatedly been ineffective in dealing with these complex problem situations (Schaminée, 2019).Different stakeholders in the system might value energy differently. For an asset owner, energy could be seen as something that you can trade and earn money with. While for a local resident, energy could be valued as warmth, comfort, or safety. These differences in values could lead to tensions between the different stakeholders. It is important to find out how these values regarding energy have established themselves within the system, I will look back in time and try to research how these relationships and values changed over time. Once we have a better understanding of the current situation, I would like to envision a possible future. I think that when we are moving towards a more sustainable energy system with renewable energy such as solar and wind energy, we will be more dependent on the sun. It requires new rhythms of energy use. Therefor it is important to challenge the status quo and show the different stakeholders what a future energy system might look like if we value energy differently.It is not only neccessary to show the different stakeholders what a possible future could look like. But also to experience a future relationship with energy. Therefore it is important to design an intervention, this could be in any form (dance, theater, a campaign or VR), that focuses on the relationship between energy and its user.
	student family name COPY: De Rouw                                       6021
	student initials COPY: L.A.A.
	student number COPY: 4447328
	Project Title COPY: Exploring energy relationships trough time 
	Project introduction image 1: 
	image figure 1: Hypothesis of what the relationship with energy is for multiple stakeholders within the LIFE project.
	Project introduction image 2: 
	image figure 2: Picture of a transformator station in the city, It is completely hidden. 
	Project Problem: During the project, I will go through multiple phases. Each phase has its own set of research questions. Firstly I want to get a better understanding of the current system, of which stakeholders are involved, what drives them and what their relationship towards energy is. Then I would like to make these underlying values and norms more explicit because only once you can see that there is a problem you can change it. Hereafter you come in the second phase. I would like to envision a future with new relations towards energy from different stakeholders perspectives. Consequently, I will design and test an intervention that allows for experiencing a future relationship with energy. Phase 1: Current system- › RQ 1:  What is the relationship of each stakeholder within the LIFE project towards energy?- › RQ 2:  Which values underly this relationship towards energy?- › RQ 3: How did these relationships establish themselves and how are they embedded in the system?- › RQ 4:  How did the values regarding energy change over time?Phase 2: Future  system- › RQ 5: What could a different relationship with energy look like in the future?- › RQ 6: Which values need to change in order to achieve this desired future relationship with energy?Phase 3: Intervention- › RQ 8: What intervention could I design so that the current stakeholder can experience this future relationship?     - › RQ 9: How do the different stakeholders evaluate this new relationship in terms of d      desirability, feasibility  and viability. 
	Project Assignment in 3: Research and visualize past, existing and possible new relationships that the different stakeholders within the LIFE ecosystem have with energy. Communicate these through the form of video. 
	Project Assignment Elaboration: Due to the complex nature of the problem I will use a combination of different tools and framework from this domain. I will make use of the systemic toolkit, which has a practical approach with 7 steps with additional tools. Although this is a helpful hands-on toolkit, it sometimes also misses some depth, especially regarding the relationship between the stakeholders in the system. So additionally I would like to use the reflexivity framework (Koskela-Huotari, 2021). Reflexivity can be explained as:  “an awareness of existing social structures, as a critical concept for understanding people’s ability to engage in such intentional action”. (Koskela-Huotari, 2021). "Without this awareness, people likely reproduce the institutionalized social structures that they have internalized " (Berger and Luckmann 1967; Jepperson 1991). They have developed a framework of the use of service design methods to build reflexivity. With this framework values can be brought to the surface. By making these underlying values explicit a conversation can be initiated. I will do this by having short conversations with multiple stakeholders and filming their reaction in order to show the different perspectives of the stakeholders. The choice of documenting my research in the form of video can be explained by using storytelling a strong communication tool. I think especially in a complex ecosystem where a lot of different stakeholders are present; video can be used to address everyone also the ones without an academic background.“A context where in order to engage non-academics and wider publics with the findings of ethnographic research requires going beyond conventional written articles and reports.” (NCRMUK, 2015)
	Planning Gantt: 
	Planning Elaboration: For each phase, I will have multiple deliverables. Each of these phases will be finalized with a video in means of communicating my findings. 1.1 Framing the system: In order to frame the system it is important to get a better understanding of the broader context. Who are involved, what are trends regarding energy and how did we end up here. I would like to dive into the archive and make a timeline of important moments in history that have shaped the system how it is today. 1.2 Listening to the system: This phase will be characterized by having conversations with a representative of at least one key stakeholder group within the LIFE ecosystem (Life social platform, life technical platform and the energy community). I will have short conversations to identify values that drive stakeholders and to figure out what their relation towards each other and energy is. 1.3 Understanding the system: In this phase I will combine my findings and create a video of the current system, how we end up in a system like this and how the stakeholders in the system look towards energy. 2.1 Defining the desired future: In the second part of my research I hope the stakeholders are more aware and from that starting point I want to picture a  possible future with a different relationship towards energy. 2.2 Exploring the possibility space: Here I will focus on making a video that represents this alternative future that challenges the status quo.3.1 Designing the intervention:Design, prototype and test an intervention that allows the current stakeholders to experience a different future relationship with energy. 3.2 Fostering the transition:Reflect on learnings and make video about the interaction with this intervention.
	Project start date dd COPY: 13
	Project start date mm COPY: 10
	Project start date yyyy COPY: 2022
	Project end date dd COPY: 24
	Project end date mm COPY: 3
	Project end date yyyy COPY: 2023
	Project Motivation: Motivation:Since the start of my bachelor, I have been interested in the topic of energy. For my minor, I did a project on biogas this is where my interest started. The year after I joined the solarboatteam and this was followed by joining a scholarship called energie talententen. But I have been very disappointed, I always felt like I had to choose between the technically driven “energy side” and my cultural and creative interests in movies, photography and art. A few weeks ago I joined the solar biennale and they convinced me that there is no tech or creative side. They are actually really connected and bring out best in both words. I want to discover the soft side of the energy transition and search for a new rhythm whereas we humans become more aware and more in touch with nature with the sun and with the energy we use. I want to discover different ways of communicating underlying systemic principles. Not a next card set, but maybe in the form of photography, film, bodystorming or an experience. In order to show what energy does. That it is not just a socket but something indispensable in our society, which we have to treat with respect and find new rhythms to live with.Personal ambitions:I really would like to enjoy my graduation project, of course, it is going to be difficult. I love collaborating with people and this is a big project where I am the only one responsible. But I want to try to involve a lot of stakeholders and experts. It is my graduation project but that doesn’t mean I have to do it on my own. I think my goal would be to become better at documenting my thoughts and making decisions in time. Also, I want to enjoy a deep dive into a topic, this is something that I love to do so I should better enjoy it. Besides I want to utilize my privilege that I have of being a student at the TU Delft and therefore be able to send anyone an email with the question if I could interview them.
	Project Final Comments: 


